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Easson, Stuart

From: Heather Westra <Heather.Westra@piic.org> L['J .Ji I1 23
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 10:55 AM

To: Easson, Stuart

Subject: Re: Comments received during the NTSF Tribal Caucus
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Hi Stuart

I think that captures what I/we stated at the meeting. Yes, please include our comments as part of the formal

comment process.

We will also be submitting a formal comment letter.

Best regards, 7iA/A 7//2

Heather

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Verizon Wireless 4G LTE network.
From: Easson, Stuart
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 9:48 AM
To: Heather Westra
Subject: Comments received during the NTSF Tribal Caucus

Hello Heather,

It was nice seeing you and Ron a few weeks back at the NTSF Tribal Caucus meeting. We are appreciative of
the opportunity to discuss the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's activities with you over the Tribal Caucus
working lunch. We were encouraged to receive a number of insightful comments.

In an effort to more fully engage and involve Tribal Caucus members in the development of the policy
statement, we would like to have your comments submitted as part of our formal comment process. We have
included our notes of the comments that you both made during the meeting. If you would like for your
comments to be formally considered, feel free to make any edits as you would like and resend your comment
in an email. We understand that there may be some sensitivities, and if you are reluctant to have your name
added to a public record, we can include your comments into meeting summary notes, which will allow your
input to be considered in this important initiative.

Below are comments we captured during our discussions:

1. Politics should not come into play in the Trust Relationship. The Trust Relationship requires more in terms
of interactions, access, and voice.
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2. It is inconsistent to say that the Trust Responsibility is met simply by meeting standards for the general
public. Need to recognize the uniqueness of Tribes and the Trust Relationship. Trust relationship requires
more than simply meeting what is required.

As I mentioned above, if you would like your comments to be formally considered, feel free to make any edits
as you would like and resend in an email to me. Let me know if you have any questions.

Kind regards,
Stuart

[Signature]
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